
The Legend Of The Icelandic Yule Lads:
Unraveling the Enchanting Winter Tales
Prepare to be transported to a world of enchantment and folklore as we dive into
the magical realm of the Icelandic Yule Lads. These mischievous creatures have
been a part of Icelandic folklore for centuries, enchanting both young and old with
their whimsical antics during the holiday season.

But who exactly are these Yule Lads, and what is the story behind their intriguing
legend? Let's embark on a journey into the heart of Icelandic mythology and
unveil the secrets of these mystical beings.

The Origins of the Yule Lads

The Yule Lads, known as "Jólasveinarnir" in Icelandic, are a group of thirteen
mischievous characters who visit Icelandic households during the thirteen nights
before Christmas. They are the sons of the fearsome ogres Grýla and Leppalúði,
who are said to live deep in the mountains.
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Legend has it that these mischievous creatures have been part of Icelandic
folklore since the 17th century. However, their origins can be traced back to even
earlier times when people believed in various supernatural beings and their
interactions with humans.

A Unique Christmas Tradition

The Yule Lads are known for their peculiar habits and pranks, which are both
mischievous and benevolent. Each Lad has a unique characteristic, and they take
turns visiting children on different nights leading up to Christmas. These visits are
a blend of reward and punishment, depending on the child's behavior throughout
the year.

For instance, one of the Yule Lads, known as "Stekkjastaur" or Sheep-Cote Clod,
is known for his obsession with sheep's milk. He would sneak into sheep pens,
trying to steal milk, and if a child had been good, he would leave behind a small
present. If, however, the child had been naughty, he would leave behind a rotten
potato.

Another mischievous Lad is "Bjúgnakrækir" or Sausage-Swiper, who has a
penchant for stealing sausages. If a child had been well-behaved, he would leave
a small gift in the child's shoe, while a naughty child would find a rotten potato
instead.

The Arrival of the Yule Lads

According to Icelandic folklore, the Yule Lads descend from their mountain abode
and begin their journey towards human settlements on the 12th of December.
Each Lad arrives on a specific night and stays for thirteen days before returning
to the mountains on the 24th of December.



Traditionally, Icelandic children place a shoe on their windowsills during each of
the Yule Lads' visits. If they have been good, they will wake up to find a small gift,
but if they have been naughty, they may receive a less desirable surprise. This
tradition adds excitement and anticipation to the countdown to Christmas, making
it truly special for Icelandic families.

The Modern-Day Yule Lads

The tradition of the Yule Lads has evolved over the years, and they have taken
on a more benign nature in recent times. Instead of being mischievous and
playing pranks, they have become symbols of celebration and generosity.

In Reykjavik, the capital of Iceland, a life-sized sculpture of the Yule Lads can be
found in a local park, delighting visitors and serving as a reminder of these
beloved folklore characters. Additionally, during the holiday season, Icelandic
towns host events centered around the Yule Lads, including parades and
performances that capture the essence of their magical tales.

Preserving the Yule Lad Tradition

The Icelandic people hold their folklore and traditions close to their hearts, and
the Yule Lad tradition is no exception. Numerous books, songs, and movies have
been created to celebrate these legendary beings and keep their stories alive for
generations to come.

Today, the Yule Lads continue to enchant both locals and tourists alike,
integrating themselves into the vibrant Christmas spirit that permeates Iceland
during the winter season. They serve as a reminder of the rich cultural heritage of
the Icelandic people and inspire a sense of wonder and joy.



The Icelandic Yule Lads are far more than just characters from a folklore tale—
they represent a deep-rooted connection between the Icelandic people and their
cherished traditions. As we unravel the legend of these mischievous yet
endearing creatures, we understand the importance of preserving our cultural
heritage and passing it on to future generations.

So, this holiday season, embrace the magic of the Yule Lads and let their
enchanting tales transport you to a world where anything is possible. Immerse
yourself in the Icelandic culture and create memories that will last a lifetime.
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* NOTE - NEW EDITION EXISTS.The Legend of the Yule Lads is well-known
among Icelanders and has been passed down from generation to generation for
over 1,500 years. The country’s rich history of legends and folktales featuring a
host of mystical creatures is reflected in this unique Christmas tale about trolls.
However, like many of Iceland’s legends, the story of *Yule Lads is virtually
unknown outside of the country. This particular story can be traced back to 13th
Century and the Snorri Sturlson’s Edda. The Edda refers to the recognized
mother of the Yule Lad’s, a horrible ogress named Gryla. In that time, Gryla and
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her many troll offspring were said to terrorize children, hauling badly behaved
children off in great burlap bags to be later eaten. The tales of Gryla and the Yule
Lads became so gruesome and disturbing that in 1746 a public decree was
issued to forbid parents from using these stories to terrify children. In the years
since, the Yule Lads’ character has been softened from horrible trolls to
mischievous tricksters. As the legend goes, the Yule Lads come down from the
mountain, one each day starting 13 days before Christmas. They stay through
Christmas Day, then leave, one each day, in the order they arrived. In 1932, a
popular poem was written about the Jólasveinarnir [Yule Lads] by Jóhannes from
Kötlum and it first appeared in the book Jólin Koma [Christmas is coming]. As
presented in Jóhannes poem, each of the Yule Lad’s name reflects their
particular brand of mischief. Stekkjastaur (Sheep Cote Clod) starts things off on
December 12th and is best known for stealing sheep’s milk. Giljagaur (Gulley-
Gawk) arrives the next day and is preoccupied with sneaking into the barn to
steal cow’s milk. Stúfur (Shorty) steals bits of food left on frying pans while
Thvörusleikir (Spoon-licker) steals spoons from the kitchen to lick and Pottasleikir
(Pot-licker) steals pots and pans for the leftovers. Askasleikir (Bowl-licker) arrives
next and sneak away with the bowls of food left for the family pets. Hurdaskellir
(Door-slammer) brings his mischief on December 18th by knocking, squeaking
hinges on doors, and generally creating thumps and bumps in the night.
Skyrgámur (Skyr-gobbler) is next with the primary purpose of pigging out on Skyr,
which is a very rich Icelandic version of yogurt. Bjúgnakrækir (Sausage-swiper)
joins in on December 20th focused on stealing sausage while Gluggagægir
(Window Peeper) keeps himself busy looking for shiny objects to stuff in his
pockets. Gáttathefur (Door Sniffer) has a very sensitive nose, which he uses to
sniffs out all the goodies he can find. Kjötkrókur (Meat-hook) arrives next and
hangs out near the dinner table to swipe any meats he can. The last Lad,
Kertasníkir (Candle-beggar) arrives on Christmas Eve and pilfers candles. This
modernized version of the Icelandic Yule Lad tale brings new life to this very old



story. After accidentally being seen by a human, Stekkjastaur finds he must rely
on a young Shepherd boy to keep his secret. He gives a gift just to protect his
troll reputation, but the little boy’s happiness made him happy as well. He learns
that one of the greatest gifts you can receive is the joy in giving to someone else.
One by one, the Yule Lads each take a break from his own mischief, and each
one learns the happiness gained from gift-giving. Even from a source as unlikely
as a troll, a selfish act wrapped up in the Christmas spirit can grow into something
wonderful.

This book has a new edition entitled "Yule Lads Legend Iceland's Jólasveinar"
with a larger size, more illustrations, and a new with the original legend. The rest
of the story is the same as this book.
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